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Abstract. Classifiers can be used to analyse class sizes, i.e., counts of items
per class, but systematic classification errors yield biases (e.g., if a class is of-
ten misclassified as another, its size may be under-estimated). To handle clas-
sification biases, the statistics and epidemiology domains devised methods for
estimating unbiased class sizes (or class probabilities) without identifying which
individual items are misclassified. These bias correction methods are applicable
to machine learning classifiers, but in some cases yield high result variance and
increased biases. We present the applicability and drawbacks of existing methods
and extend them with three novel methods. Our Sample-to-Sample method
provides accurate confidence intervals for the bias correction results. Our Max-
imum Determinant method predicts which classifier yields the least result
variance. Our Ratio-to-TP method provides detailed error estimations (i.e.,
how many items classified as class X truly belong to class Y , for all possible
classes) and has properties of interest for applying the Maximum Determinant
method. Our methods are demonstrated empirically, and we discuss the need for
establishing theory and guidelines for choosing the methods to apply.
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